Supporting your daughter through GCSE Languages

What do you need to do to succeed?

**Knowing your Vocabulary & Grammar is the key!**

- **Flashcards**
  Create flashcards with vocabulary in English on one side and French/Spanish/Latin on the other. You can use them to test yourself or ask others to test you. YouTube has tips for using flashcards. Quizlet has flashcards on sets of vocabulary, as has Memrise. Many teachers have created vocabulary sets, just search for them or use ours.

- **Mindmaps**
  Use plenty of colour and images, focus on items of vocabulary from topics you found tricky. Check back through resources and revision guides to review that vocabulary.

- **Tree diagrams**
  Categorise vocabulary into nouns, verbs and adjectives from a specific topic.

- **Synonyms and linked vocabulary**
  When revising vocabulary, think about what other words have the same or similar meaning and words that are linked.
  Example:
  - la natation, nager, (aller à) la piscine, la mer
  - la natación, nadar, (ir a) la piscina, el mar

- **Synonyms, antonyms and false friends**
  These will be in listening and reading papers. They are there to check whether you can access the highest grades!

**Recommended revision guide**

- AQA GCSE Revision Guide and Revision Workbook
Deliberate practice

- Set aside a little time each day for dedicated vocabulary and grammar practice. Use your revision guides and workbooks for support with this.
- Spend your time wisely — on areas you are less confident on, NOT on what you already know.
- Complete any Listening and Reading activities in a time limit.
- Use a free text-to-speech app to check/improve your pronunciation.

Interleaving

- Do not attempt to revise everything all at once! It should be spaced out over days and weeks.
- Create a revision timetable where you go through all topics and review ones you are less confident on more frequently.

Useful websites and apps

- **Active learn**
  You have an account — USE IT — at the end of each chapter you have 4 pages of revision per topic (username — 15 surname and initial) e.g. username: 15BlythC password: Pa55word
- **Memrise** (vocabulary)/Quizlet (vocabulary)
- **Linguascope** (vocabulary) **username**: hayesfield **password**: bacon
- **The Language Gym** (grammar and vocabulary)
- **News in Slow French/Spanish** (listening)
- **Voki** (for pronunciation)
- **Coffee break** French/Spanish (listening practice)
- **Lyrics training - songs** (listening practice)
- **SAM learning** and **GCSE Pod**
- **Cambridge Latin Course**
- **Q drive**: GCSE AQA Spanish/French
- **Q drive**: languages - Latin

Key dates

**Speaking**: April

**French Listening and Reading**: 12th May, Writing: 15th May

**Spanish Listening and Reading**: 20th May, Writing 3rd June

**Latin**: Paper 1: 11th May, Paper 2: 14th May, Paper 3: 18th May
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